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Dear All, 

 

Thrilling and inspiring-.we said- Water for Elephants by Sara Gruen proved to be a very popular read. We all 

loved it- especially the engaging, if cantankerous, main character, Jacob Jankowski. Sara Gruen has created a 

memorable and realistic nintey year old- full of spirit and determined to live life to the full. As he says "there's 

life in the old dog yet." We feel for him as he chronicles his daily life in the nursing home - his desire for real 

food- for corn on the cob- something to get his teeth into- rather than the mushy tasteless meals he is served. 

Just one nurse treats him with the respect he deserves and when he learns that she is leaving, he is devastated. 

We adored the ending- the idea of his escape to the circus again- bringing his life full circle. 

 

Sara Gruen skilfully moves between his past and his present life. We are first introduced to him in his nineties. 

 

 Jacob Jankowski says: "I am ninety. Or ninety-three. One or the other." He can't quite remember his exact 

age- it is no longer important to him. He doesn't recognise his own face in the mirror and he can't recall the 

names of his grandchildren. Having to be helped to go to the bathroom is humiliating.But his lust for life is 

evident. 

 

Yes, at the beginning of Water for Elephants, he is living out his days in the nursing home, and hating every 

second of it. His life wasn't always like this, however, because Jacob ran away and accidentally joined the 

circus when he was twenty-one. It wasn't a romantic, carefree decision.. His parents were killed one week 

before he was due to take his veterinary exams at Cornell.  He learned that they left him nothing because 

they had mortgaged everything to pay his tuition and his father had been so kind and caring that he had been 

prepared to work as a vet for very little return. He could not bear to see animals suffer and had accepted fruit 

and vegetables as payment from customers. Jacob later proves himself to be as kind and caring as his father. 

 

Jacob tries to take his exams, but can't write a single word. He walks out without completing the test. In his 

desperation, he runs away and throws himself on a passing train which turns out to be a travelling circus train. 

The circus he joins, in Depression-era America, is second-rate at best. With Ringling Brothers as the standard, 

Benzini Brothers Most Spectacular Show on Earth is far down the scale and pale by comparison. Such a title is 

an illusion. 

Water for Elephants is the story of Jacob's life with this circus. Sara Gruen spares no detail in chronicling the 

squalid, filthy, brutish circumstances in which he finds himself. The animals are mangy, underfed or fed rotten 

food, and abused. Jacob, once it becomes known that he has veterinary skills, is put in charge of the 

"menagerie" and all its ills.  

 

Uncle Al, the circus impresario, is an ambitious, cruel man who slaps people around because he can. August, 

the animal trainer, is a certified paranoid schizophrenic whose occasional flights into madness and brutality 

often have Jacob as their object. Jacob falls in love with Marlena, crazy August's wife. Not his best idea. He 

also falls in love with Rosie the elephant and has to witness August's brutal treatment of both of his favourite 

ladies.  

 

The most interesting aspect of the book is all the circus lore that Gruen has so carefully researched. She has all 

the right vocabulary: , roustabouts, redlighting, cooch tent, First of May, what the band plays when there's 

trouble, Jamaican ginger paralysis, life on a circus train, set-up and take-down, being run out of town by the 

"revenooers" or the cops, and losing all your hooch. There is one glorious passage about Marlena and Rosie, the 

bull elephant, that truly evokes the magic a circus can create. It is easy to see Marlena's and Rosie's pink 

sequins under the Big Top and to imagine their perfect choreography as they perform unbelievable stunts. The 

crowd loves it--and so did we.  

 

Some of us had loved circuses as children, others had not. But we all were able to imagine the magic of the 



circus by the power of Sara Gruen's writing.  Rosie the elephant becomes the star of the show once she has 

been taught her insructions in Polish. But behind the glitz and glamour of the show she is still subjected to 

vicious cruelty by August. We long for her to take her revenge. The treatment of all of the animals is shocking 

and makes the killing of the tormentor August by his victim Rosie, all the more justified. 

 

In contrast we have the love of animals that Jacob and Marlena share. Jacob, eventually unemployed and 

homeless, is prepared to risk taking care of an elephant, bereaved dog and eleven horses as well as the 

pregnant Marlena. Jacob appreciates the individuality of the animals in his care eg the oranguatan " her 

features are concave , her face a wide platter fringed with red hair. She's the most beautiful and outrageous 

thing I've ever seen."  

 

The tender care that Jacob and Marlena give to the dying show horse Silver Star is moving- only for us to 

discover that her corpse is later given as meat to feed the  big cats. We are not spared the harsh reality of 

circus life.or the ghoulish fascination with freaks- the pickled hippo- Uncle Al's determination to find the 

weirdest looking acts to attract the public. We reluctantly accepted that there is still a desire in modern 

audiences to see extreme and ugly things- like celebrities having to eat cockroaches on TV. 

 

The Great Depression forms a backdrop to the story- but we all felt that it could have been described in more 

detail. We are given  the vivid picture of the hobo jungle.and shown the willingness of the workers to continue 

without payment as long as they are being fed, adding to the sense of desperation of that period. But Jacob and 

Marlena come through this difficult period and make good with all of their animals- somehow it seemed just a 

little too easy for them. 

 

We discussed at some length the impact of the prologue. We disagreed on this. Some of us liked the scene being 

set in advance and others would have preferred not to have a prologue at all. We all agreed that Sara Gruen 

had crafted the prologue brilliantly. We were impressed that we could have believed that Marlena had killed 

August until the very end.  

 

Some of the minor characters were very engaging. Walter, the dwarf, and his beloved dog Queenie , won our 

hearts. As did Camel, who is Jacob's first friend on the train. It is horrific when we discover that they have 

been thrown off the back of the train and killed. Uncle Al has discarded them like waste products. Later there 

is some justice when Uncle Al's garroted body is found bundled in some rolled canvas tent material. 

 

The authentic photographs of circuses interspersed with the text add historical colour. It is a pity that a new 

edition has not included the photos and has changed the cover design .The first edition 's cover is of a 

ringmaster entering the big top, the new edition is of a glamourous woman ( presumably Marlena) but the 

circus character of the novel is lost. 

 

We admired Gruen's skill as a writer. We particularly liked her sensitive handling of the midgets, drunks and 

freaks and her ability to illustrate the close bond between people and animals. She has crafted chapters that 

move flawlessly back and forth in time, from the rowdy circus atmosphere to the antiseptic corridors of the 

nursing  home.,  

 

Her prose is both poignant and infinitely tender when describing Jacob. In one touching scene, Jacob awaits a 

family member to escort him to the circus, yearning for the Big Top with every fibre of his being, craving the 

familiar sights and smells of the summer of `31. Only to have been forgotten by his son- to be the only one left 

not collected from the nursing home and taken to the circus. His determination and courage to get himself to 

the circus is truly inspiring.  Jacob is a man who will not be broken by circumstances .Step by slow step, 

holding on to his walking frame, he makes it to the big top.We cheered as he is greeted and honoured and 

respected by Charlie the present day owner of the circus.When the police come looking for him to return him to 

the nursing home,Charlie protects him and pretends he his father. 

 



" So what if I'm ninety three? So what if I'm cranky and ancient and my body's a wreck? Why the hell shouldn't 

I run away with the circus? It's like Charlie told the cop. For this old man, it's home." 

 

It's a ridiculous and gorgeous ending, as Jacob says himself, but uplifting and joyous. One of the most positive 

portrayals of an older person's bid for freedom  in contemporary literature. 

 

 WATER FOR ELEPHANTS- Winner of the 2007 Book Browse Diamond Award for Most Popular Book.- and 

I'm delighted to say very popular with us too!  

 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

 

All the best 

 

Jan 

 

 


